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Even if you haven’t mastered every aspect of SumTotal Advanced Reporting just yet, you can be more 
productive in a short time. 
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SumTotal Advanced Reporting provides basic reports to help you get started, but many users tell us 
reporting is the most frustrating feature in their LMS. 

There is a reason for the disconnect. SumTotal Advanced Reporting is a tool for administrators and 
reports analysts to create the reports your business users need. While your “citizen data scientists” can 
use it well, most business users do not have the skills. 

● Administrators and reports analysts must have skills in database structures, tables, joins, and 
other features of reports development before they can build the necessary Custom Domains, 
Topics, and Ad Hoc Views. 

● Your organization needs a data governance team with standards and procedures in place for 
managing and sharing data. 

● Most important, your team must have the vision, the skills, and the relationships to know what 
data end-users at every level of the organization need and how they use it. 

Developing a robust reporting structure won’t happen overnight, but you can get a start right now. Even 
if you haven’t mastered every aspect of reports just yet, you can be more productive in a short time. You 
will see results when you: 

● create a training plan for your team, 
● institute data management and governance procedures, 
● encourage conversations about learning and performance that will uncover the information 

needs of users at every level of the business, and 
● understand how visualizations can drive better decision-making. 
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Download and read our free e-book: 
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Master Operational Reporting in SumTotal Learn 

Learn how you can make SumTotal Advanced Reporting work for you. 

Find out how to use your data to: 

● know exactly what your organization’s compliance risks are and what to do about them. 
● know what learning works and what doesn’t, and 
● align learning to your business objectives. 
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